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Introduction 

Purpose 
 Designing and testing reed relays for switching and 

carrying high frequency (RF) signals and fast digital 
pulses 

Objectives 
 Show how geometrics directly determines a good RF 

relay 
 The importance of the physical layout of test fixtures 

determines the test results 
 We will show that the RF signals are directly affected by 

the conductor materials and material existing between 
the signal path and the relay shielding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This second RF presentation assumes you have already heard the first Standex-Meder RF part I presentation. If you have not, I suggest you go threw that one first. Understanding the simple physical layout of a reed relay makes it easy to design and test reed relays for RF and fast digital pulse applications. RF is dependent on the physical layout or signal path it takes while going through circuits and the components that make up those circuits. We will show you how the physical layout of the reed relay will have a direct bearing on the RF signal’s success going into and out of the reed relay. Coupled with the relay’s physical layout, the materials making up the reed relay are also important. 
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Characteristic Impedance 

 Characteristic impedance (Z) can best be used 
to measure the results of the reed relay’s 
geometry and their material makeup 

 For best RF performance the characteristic 
impedance must be consistent along the entire 
signal path 

 Most RF circuits today are 50 Ohms (Ω) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The characteristic impedance (Z) was already introduced in Standex-Meder’s RF part I, and will be one of parameters will focus upon while looking at the materials and geometry of the reed relay. For best RF performance the characteristic impedance must be consistent along the entire signal path. This includes the entry and exit points in and out of the reed relay. Most RF circuits today are 50 Ohms (Ω). So, at any given point, at the entry, thru the reed relay, and exiting the relay, the characteristic impedance must be maintained at 50 Ω.
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Characteristic Impedance 

 How to calculate characteristic impedance 
 The characteristic impedance is a vector and is 

composed of 3 components:  
1. Pure resistance of the circuit 
2. The capacitive reactance  
3. The inductive reactance 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to know how to calculate the characteristic impedance to make sure our design meets the 50 Ω at all points. The characteristic impedance is a vector composed of 3 components: the pure resistance of the circuit, the capacitive reactance and the inductive reactance.
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Z = √(R2 + (XL - Xc)2 ) 
Here: 

XL = 2πƒL 

Xc = 1/(2πƒC) 

Where: 
XL is the inductive reactance in Ω 

Xc is the capacitive reactance in Ω 

R is the DC resistance in Ω 

Z is the impedance in Ω 

ƒ is the frequency 

L is the Inductance 

C is the capacitance 

Characteristic Impedance 

The characteristic impedance is given by the following equation:  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The impedance is given by the mathematical equation: Z = √(R2 + (XL - Xc)2 ) where XL and XC are defined by XL = 2πƒL and Xc = 1/(2πƒC) and XL is the inductive reactance in Ω, Xc is the capacitive reactance in Ω, R  is the DC resistance in Ω, Z  is the impedance in Ω, ƒ is the frequency, L is the Inductance, C is the capacitance. In this case R is the DC resistance of the signal going though the relay.; XL is the inductive reactance generated from the inductance in the signal path; and Xc is the capacitive reactance generated from the capacitance which is made up of the physical characteristics of the reed blades and the shield running down the internal length of the relay. All of these parameters are physical and measureable.
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C = e A 
d 

L = µondA1 2 

C is the capacitance 
Here: 

C = e A/d 

L = µondA12 

Where: 
L is the inductance 

e is the permittivity or dielectric constant 

A is the area of shield and blades 

d is distance between the plates 

µo is the permeability constant 

n is the number of turns 

d is the length of the signal line 

A1 is the area of the signal line/shield 

Characteristic Impedance 

 The calculation for Capacitance and inductance are: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The final set of equations needed to calculate the characteristic impedance are for the calculation of the capacitance and inductance as given above. Please note, these parameters are all geometric and measurable or are material constants that can be looked up in tables. All of the physical geometries to be presented will use these sets of equations or some variations thereof to calculate the characteristic impedance. 
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Characteristic Impedance 

 RF looks at the distributed impedance along the 
signal path 

 Any changes in impedance will reflect part of its 
signal backwards 

 This results in an actual loss in signal strength 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The impedance can be calculated at any point along the signal path. In this manner we will know ahead of time if we are meeting the 50 Ω. Therefore the RF signals look at the distributed impedance along the signal path. So when the RF comes upon a change in impedance (say 55Ω instead of 50Ω), Part of the signal where the impedance has changed will be reflected backwards. This translates into a actual loss in signal strength.
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Characteristic Impedance 

 The entire signal path length is critical 
 The impedance is measured from the signal 

path to the shield 
 The shield is the ground part of the signal path 
 The signal path, the shield and the material 

between them make up the impedance 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The entire signal path is critical. Any changes in the signal path will change the impedance at that point, creating a reflection and loss of signal. The shield being the ground part of the signal path is very important to maintain impedance consistency. Any changes in the shield geometry will result in signal loss. It is the signal path, the shield and the material between them that determines the impedance. 
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RF Relay Schematic 

 The critical components that exist within each RF reed relay 
 4 shield points 
 2 signal leads 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above image shows the critical components that exist within each RF reed relay. One can see the double shield connections on each side of the relay. The 4 shield points and the 2 signal leads make up the keys components of the RF relay. The 2 coil leads turn the relay on and off, opening and closing the reed switch contacts, but play no role in the RF characteristics.
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Characteristic Impedance 

 We will now show you how to calculate the 
characteristic impedance taking in the different 
geometries of the reed relay 
 Calculation of the flattened section of reed blade 
 Calculation of the circular section of the reed blade 
 Calculation of the flattened leads as they exit the 

relay and as they are mounted on a substrate. 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will now show you how to calculate the characteristic impedance for the different geometries encountered as a signal enters, passes through and leaves the reed relay. This includes calculating the flattened section and the circular section the reed blades. We will also calculate the flattened leads as they exit the reed relay and as they are mounted on a substrate or PCB.
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RF Continuous Wave Parameters 

Characteristic Impedance 

Here: 

Z = 60/(√(e)) ln((D)/A) 

Where: 

Z is the impedance in Ω 

e is the dielectric constant 

D is the diameter of the shield 

A Is the cross sectional area of the 
reed blade 

In is the natural logarithm 

Diameter (D) 

Reed Blade (A) 

Shield 

Dielectric 

Flat Reed Switch Blade 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the geometry above, one can see for a flat reed switch blade the impedance equation shows the complete dependence on the geometry of the reed relay. This equation shows how the physical design of a reed relay can clearly control and enhance the RF performance by maintaining a consistent characteristic impedance.
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RF Continuous Wave Parameters 

Character Impedance 
H 

D 

Dielectric 

Conductor 

Ground 

Z = 60 
√ER + ln   ( ) 2h 

d 

ER is the dielectric 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once again the characteristic impedance for a circular reed switch lead is presented. And the physical characteristics are needed to determine the characteristic impedance. Calculating and designing for 50 Ω into, through and out of the relay will generally meet most circuitry impedance.
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Shield Leads 

Dielectric (e1) e1 = approximately 4.5 

Reed Blade  

g 
t s 

d 
t 

Z1 =  ? 

Characteristic Impedance  

 Calculation of the impedance after the reed exits 
the shield but still within the molding enclosure  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a good RF design for a reed relay, there will be two shield leads on each side of the signal lead. This will allow for better controlled impedance as the leads exit the relay. Above, these leads are shown with their geometric dimensions still within the molded plastic. Since this is a general lead configuration, There are standard programs available to simply add your dimensions to the program which in turn will output the exact characteristic impedance. 
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Characteristic Impedance  

 Calculation of the impedance after the reed exits 
the molding enclosure into air with a ground 
plane under the leads 

 
 

Shield Leads 

Dielectric (e2) (air) 

Reed Blade  

g 
t s 

d 
t 

Ground Plane 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Above, these leads are shown with their geometric dimensions after they have exited molded plastic. At this point, the shield and signal leads encounter a ground plane where the leads are mounted on a substrate.  Since this is also a standard lead configuration with ground plane, there are standard programs available to simply add your dimensions to the program which will, in turn, output the exact characteristic impedance. 
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Characteristic Impedance  

Where Er = Relative Dielectric Constant 
 W = Width of gap 
 S = Width of track 
 h = Thickness of dielectric 

Er h 

S W W 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Above, these leads are shown with their geometric dimensions mounted directly to a PCB (printed circuit board) with a ground plane substrate.  Again a standard program will crank out the exact characteristic impedance. The reed relay manufacturer and the customer must work closely together defining and laying out this geometric area to maintain the 50Ω impedance. When the customer does not get the RF characteristics that they expect, this is usually the area or location that should be carefully analyzed. 
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Testing the Relay 

 We design the relay for RF up to, through and 
out the package where the leads come out 

 How the leads on connected to our customer’s 
circuit is critical 

 At the junction of our relay and the customer RF 
circuit (normally to a PCB) the customer must 
match the impedance of the relay to their circuit 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get the ideal RF performance requires the customers using the reed relays to coordinate the PCB layout to accept the reed relay leads maintaining a 50 Ω impedance. The customer’s testing should compare or be similar to Standex-Meder’s testing approach. If this is not the case the RF performance will not be comparable.
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Testing the Relay 

 If the customer does not properly match the 
impedances, the RF characteristics can fall off 
dramatically 

 This impedance matching requires a 
knowledgeable RF engineer that can add 
inductance or capacitance to the junction of the 
relay/PCB 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To match Standex-Meder’s RF reed relay testing results the customer many times will need to add some circuitry in the form of inductance and capacitance at the input and output of the reed relay. This ‘tweaking’ is usually required because the geometries of the PCB and the reed relay will be slightly different. The customer is also matching other components on the PCB nearby the reed relay as well.
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Testing the Relay 

 When we test our relays for RF characteristics, 
we make up special RF fixtures for testing the 
relay 

 We also make up special calibration fixtures that 
compensate for impedance mismatching at the 
junction of the relay to the PCB 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Special test fixtures are required to test reed relays and other electronic components. The proper design of the test fixtures is crucial in determining the true RF performance of the reed relay. Special calibration fixtures must also be designed for proper RF testing. Their designs are just as critical as the test fixture design
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RF Testing  

 All the testing information can be shared with 
our customers  

 The network analyzer information can also be 
shared electronically with our customers. 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All the testing information can be shared directly and electronically with our customers. Our customers can use our electronic information and input it into their software to see how our reed relay will function from an RF standpoint in their circuitry before ever having to place the actual reed relay on their circuit board.
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Ways to Improve RF Performance  

 Controlling the impedance path through the 
relay maintaining 50 ohms 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Controlling the 50 Ω impedance path going into the reed relay, through the reed relay , and the other end of the reed relay is the first important step. If there is any change in the 50 Ω impedance, part of the signal will be reflected back. This represents a signal reduction when leaving the relay.
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Ways to Improve RF Performance  

 Shortening the signal path length by making a 
smaller relay (length wise) 
 

PCB 

Signal Path  
going from  
A to B 

B 

LP Series  
Reed Relay 

A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shortening the signal path will improve the RF characteristics of the reed relay. Standex-Meder’s LP Series was one of its first RF relays. With new relay designs we have dramatically reduced the overall signal path. The signal path starts at the bottom of the PCB at point A, goes thru the PCB, up into the junction of the reed switch, thru the reed switch and down to the bottom of the PCB. The distance within the relay from point A to B is approximately 0.8 inches with the added length from the bottom of the PCB on both sides and up into the relay. This offers much room for improvement as we will show you.
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Shortening the Signal Path 

Signal Path  
going from  
A to B 

  
SIL Series 
Reed Relay 

PCB 
B A 

  
MS Series 
Reed Relay Signal Path going  

from A to B is shorter  
than the SIL Relay 

PCB 
B A 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The above SIL and MS reed relays are single in line relays. On the SIL relay above, the distance within the relay from A to B is approximately 0.70 inches which is a little shorted than the LP relay. So it should so have better RF characteristics because of the shorter signal path. The MS relay is even better and is only 0.50 inches inside the relay from point A to B, so the RF characteristics will be better still. Note however, the reed relays still have their inputs and outputs going through the PCB on both sides of the relay.
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Shortening the Signal Path 

PCB 

A 

Signal Path going from A to B 
showing a dramatic reduction in 
signal path eliminating the double 
length of going through the PCB 

B 

  
CRF Series 
Reed Relay 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To further reduce the signal path the above surface mount reed relays have eliminated the signal path length of going through the PCB twice as shown with the CRF relay. One can easily see the surface mounted reed relays have much better RF characteristics when comparing them to through hole relays where the signal must pass through the PCB twice. The signal path from A to B on the CRF is only 0.30 inches.
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Shortening the Signal Path 

 An example of how the RM Series eliminates 
signal path 

RM Series 
6-Pole 
Reed Relay 

 
Signal Path going from A to B 
eliminating the path length 
down and then back up the 
side of two relays 

A B 

PCB 

A B 

  
CRF Series Reed Relays 
mounted in series 

 
Signal Path length 

PCB 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way to further reduce signal path and increase RF performance is to package more than one relay in a package. In the top image two CRF reed relays are shown in line. The signal path goes from A to B. As the signal leaves the first CRF reed relay it goes down to the PCB and then traverses the short distance to the second CRF relay, where it then goes up the lead and into the the second CRF relay. In Standex-Meder’s RM Series shown in the lower image, there are two relays within series packaging, so the leads never exit the package. The signal simply goes from one reed relay directly to the next relay, all on the same plane, further reducing the signal path.
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 Improving Isolation 

 Using higher AT switches works to a limit, where 
the sacrifice of increased coil power becomes 
too big a drain 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As discussed in the first RF discussion, the RF isolation is the ability of the reed relay to isolate the signal when the relay contacts are open. Because of the capacitance that exits across the contacts, some RF signal can ‘leak’ across the open contacts particularly as you increase RF frequencies. When you increase the reed switch gap distance, this decreases the capacitance which in turn improves the signal isolation. The gap distance increase is directly related to an increase in the ampere-turns (AT) of the reed switch. This will require a stronger coil requiring more power to operate or close the reed contacts within the relay. 
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 Improving Isolation 

 Using a ‘T’ or 1/2 ‘T’ switching arrangement will 
increase isolation 

1/2 T Switching 

Full ‘T’ Switching 

Signal 
out 

Signal 
in 

Signal 
out 

Signal 
in 

Signal 
out 

Signal 
in 

Signal 
out 

Signal 
in 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Half “T” and Full ‘T’ switching configurations will also improve isolation. In the above ½ T there are 2 RF reed relays with one having open contacts and the other closed to ground. In this case, the open contacts keep the majority of the RF signal blocked. And any leakage from the open contacts will be shunted to ground through the closed contacts. In the full T there are 3  RF reed relays. In this case, it offers the same characteristics as in the ½ T with the addition of the third relay where it further isolates the signal with its open contacts.
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 RF Parameters - Isolation 

 As can be seen the ½ T and T switching will 
improve the isolation, but the path length has 
increased 

 So the insertion loss and frequency response 
will suffer 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like almost anything, when you make changes to improve one area, other areas may suffer. This is the case with the 1/2 T and the full T configuration. By adding additional reed relays we have added signal path which will reduce the insertion loss and lower the overall RF frequency response. This may be acceptable depending upon the actual application and its required RF frequency.
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 Relays for RF Applications  

 Below is a list of the Standex-Meder RF series 
and their frequency range 

RF Relay Series Frequency Range 

LP Series DC to 500 MHz  

SIL Series  DC to 800 MHz 

MS Series  DC to 1.5 GHz 

CR Series  DC to 7 GHz  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The listing above shows the frequency ranges for several Standex-Meder RF series. You will note they range from DC up to 7 GHz. As you go down the listing, the relays become smaller and smaller with the CRF being the smallest.
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CRF Insertion Loss 

CRF05-1A Insertion Loss S21 

Frequency (GHz) 

A
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n 

(d
B

)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The graph above shows the insertion loss up to 7 GHz for the CRF RF reed relay series. When the signal fall off to -3dB, this represents the signal has lost 50% of its signal strength and is considered the end limit of the frequency response.
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CRF Isolation 

CRF05-1A Isolation S21 

Frequency (GHz) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shown above is the isolation graph for the CRF relay. Most customers like the isolation better than -20 dB. However, there are other components that can be placed in series with the reed relay, which will add to the overall circuit isolation.
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Summary 

 Reed Relays are excellent RF switching 
components 

 The Reed Relay RF design is most dependent 
on its geometric and the material makeup 

 Customer impedance matching entering and 
exiting the relay is critical for maintaining the 
50Ω RF path.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reed Relays represent excellent RF switching components both for continuous wave RF and Digital RF pulses. The Reed Relay RF design is most dependent on its geometric and the material makeup. Careful design and material selection is critical. Customers using the RF reed relays must match the impedance entering and exiting the relay. Maintaining a pure 50Ω impedance on the PCB, through the reed relay, and back onto the PCB is critical to maintain the RF path. 
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For more information on our capabilities, and how 
we can partner, solve, and deliver to your needs, 

please visit us at www.standexmeder.com 

PARTNER | SOLVE | DELIVER 
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